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GitHub launches Security Lab to protect open source code [2] [Ed: Too much of the news portrays more proprietary software
from Microsoft's GitHub as "open source" something. Misreporting.]

GitHub launches 'Security Lab' to help secure open source ecosystem [3]

GitHub launches Security Lab to spot vulnerabilities in open-source code [4]

GitHub makes CodeQL free for research and open source [5] [Ed: Openwashing of code from Semmle is now used to seduce
developers into a proprietary trap of Microsoft which does surveillance and censorship of FOSS]

GitHub Finally Has Its Own iOS and Android Apps [6] [Ed: Of course the Microsoft GitHub 'apps' are proprietary software
just like everything at GitHub.]

Open Source Has Won Says GitHub CEO, Amid ICE Controversy [7] [Ed: GitHub is proprietary software and this CEO is a
mole who worked for Microsoft and then crossed over to attack FOSS from within, then came back to Microsoft. When he
says "won" he means "Microsoft controls it".]

GitHub: We're storing your open-source code in the frozen Arctic for 1,000 years [8] [Ed: CBS tabloid ZDNet spreads

Microsoft propaganda because Microsoft won't exist for 1000 years and human kind too might not last this long. Journalism
these days is PR and lies.]

GitHub launches Arctic Code Vault to preserve open source software for 1,000 years [9] [Ed: People deserve mocking for
writing this "Arctic Code Vault" nonsense, right from Microsoft's script. Microsoft won't last 1,000 years (no company does)
and it's just a distraction from GitHub's help to ICE buildups.]

GitHub will store all of its public open source code in an Arctic vault [10] [Ed: GitHub's "Arctic vault" nonsense is so
laughable for a lot of reasons [11]]

Open Source Code Will Survive the Apocalypse in an Arctic Cave [12]

Microsoft Is Hiding Source Code in an Apocalypse-Proof Cave [13]

Microsoft Is Hiding Open Source Code in an Apocalypse-Proof Storage Facility [14]

Microsoft is investing in apocalypse-proofing the world's code [15]

At Universe, GitHub rolls out Actions, Packages and more open-source goodies [16] [Ed: GitHub staff is fleeing (for many
reasons), so Microsoft does anything it can to distract from the evil it made GitHub become to appease Donald Trump and the
Pentagon]

Sonatype Delivers Premium Open Source Controls to GitHub Users [17] [Ed: Sonatype works for Microsoft's proprietary
software surveillance network. Everyone knows GitHub is proprietary software, right? Just like CommunityBridge -- the
thing Microsoft pays the Linux Foundation to run for the benefit of Microsoft lock-in [18].]

Sonatype Delivers Premium Open Source Controls to GitHub Users [19] [Ed: Sonatype works serve you unless you're a slave
of Microsoft (giving all the code to them while censored and spies on)]

Top 10 Fastest-Growing Open Source Projects By Github Contributors [20] [Ed: Analytics India Magazine thinks FOSS
projects that are not 100% controlled by Microsoft do not exist, do not count, should be ignored]

GitHub State of the Octoverse 2019 - Python popular, data science apps on the rise [21] [Ed: Microsofttries hard to come
across as 'the' spokesperson of FOSS [22]]

Q&A: Inside Microsoft?s embrace of GitHub?s strong open-source community [23] [Ed: This 'article' is 100% Microsoft ad
complete with all the 'right' Microsoft lies. How much does Microsoft pay this site?]

Allianz & Microsoft partner on open-source insurance platform [24] [Ed: This has nothing to do with "open source". It's
100% Microsoft openwashing.]

Marvell ThunderX2 chosen for Microsoft?s open-source cloud design [25] [Ed: Openwashing of Microsoft surveillance
'cloud']
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